Grade 5/6 Homework #6

Date assigned:   Tuesday, October 26
Date due:    Monday, November 1

1. How long is the flight from Ottawa to Montreal?
2. How long is the flight from Montreal to Toronto?
3. How long is the flight from Toronto to Orlando?
4. How long will the entire trip take? Start with the depart time from Ottawa and finish with arrive time in Orlando.

PLEASE! Explain how you found your answers. Don’t just write the answer.

TIPS: 1) Convert 24-hour time to 12-hour time.
2) Use the online clock. (See MrToft.ca/Homework)
3) Don’t use a calculator. It will mess you up. Really!

Language Arts

Correct these sentences:

1. mr toft isnt going to be hear for remembrance day
2. why cant i eat my lunch now asked zoha
3. linda said isnt their a way to anser this question
4. the flight departs ottawa at 2110 and arrives in toronto at 2210
5. its only a joke protested ivan